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SUBJ: DIA DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE NOTICE (DIN) (U)

CUBA-UKRAINE: PROBABLE SOVIET SUBMARINE DELIVERY TO CUBA. (S)

1. (S) A SOVIET-BUILT FOXTROT-CLASS DIESEL-POWERED TORPEDO
   ATTACK SUBMARINE, SIGHTED ABOUT 800 NAUTICAL MILES EAST SOUTHEAST
   OF BERMUDA ON 30 JANUARY, MAY BE INTENDED FOR THE CUBAN
   NAVY.

2. (S) WHEN SIGHTED, THE SUBMARINE WAS ACCOMPANIED BY THE
   SOVIET HYDROGRAPHIC RESEARCH SHIP STRELETY ON A HEADING TOWARD
Cuba. It is probable, but cannot yet be confirmed, that this is the same foxtrots that exited the Baltic with strelets on 4 January flying either a Cuban or Libyan ensign. If this unit is delivered to the Cuban navy, it would be the first submarine in that nation's inventory. As Libya already has three foxtrots and is expected to receive more, the possibility of delivery to that country had appeared reasonable.